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Barney Graham of the NIAID and Jason McClellan of the University of Texas are the inventors 
of the S-2P spike proteins produced by the COVID-19 mRNA vaccines. 
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In a February 19, 2020 article in Science, authored by the inventors of coronavirus S-2P spike 
proteins, Barney Graham and Jason McClellan, the authors state that the S-2P ‘spike 
protein’ has stronger binding affinity to the ACE-2 receptors (in the hearts, lungs, kidneys, 
and endothelial cell line of blood vessels) than the original SARS-CoV-2 (S) spike protein.  

Graham and McLellan also tested synthetically recreated antibodies for coronaviruses (SARS-
CoV-2) against the S-2P spike proteins. Their research showed that none of the antibodies for 
coronaviruses bound to the new trimeric two-proline spike (S-2P) proteins and no coronavirus 
antibodies were able to neutralize it.  

 

 
 

The Kingston Report is a reader-supported publication. Consider becoming a free or paid 
subscriber. 

This scientific evidence (authored by the inventors of the spike proteins) confirms that the 
COVID-19 mRNA vaccines; 

• do not produce antibodies to SARS-CoV-2, and 
• are resistant to the antibodies for SARS-CoV-2, and therefore - 

It is scientifically and clinically IMPOSSIBLE for Pfizer’s FDA-approved mRNA vaccines 
TO PROVIDE ANY PROTECTION AGAINST SARS-CoV-2 infection, or any coronavirus, 
including ‘VARIANTS’. 
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This is why Dr. Fauci discouraged people to test for SARS-CoV-2 antibodies, vaccinated or not. 
The COVID-19 ‘public health’ vaccine campaign was never about ‘preventing SARS-CoV-2 
infection’, it was about getting a needle in every arm of every American; from adult seniors to 
teenage adults and even pregnant women and six-month old babies, in order to force their bodies 
to produce the pathogenic spike proteins, not SARS-CoV-2 antibodies.  

The strong binding of the S-2P spike proteins to the ACE-2 receptors (produced by the mRNA 
vaccines), is further scientific proof that the COVID-19 mRNA vaccines were designed to cause 
disease (pathogenic).  

Per the inventors, the S-2P two-proline trimeric spike is different and more pathogenic than the 
(S) wild type spike produced by the SARS-CoV-2 virus. 

 

 
 

Perhaps one can logically conclude that the FDA authorized and approved Pfizer’s mRNA 
vaccines because the mRNA injections elicited a ‘robust immune response.’ But the FDA had no 
evidence that the ‘robust immune response’ provides any clinical benefit in reducing the risk of 
SAR-CoV-2 infection, severe disease, hospitalization, or death. But don’t take my word for it, 
take the FDA’s.  

This article is FREE. Feel free to share it. 
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During the FDA’s December 11, 2020, emergency use authorization meeting for the Pfizer 
COVID-19 mRNA vaccines, FDA committee members pointed out that the mRNA vaccines 
appear to provide no clinical benefit, specifically regarding severe disease. 

“Some committee members raised concerns about the small number of severe COVID-19 cases 
and limited conclusions about the prevention of severe disease based on the study endpoints. 
FDA pointed out that vaccine development has a long history and that FDA is not aware of 
an example of any vaccine that is effective against mild disease that is not also effective 
against severe disease and that even though limited, data for Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 
Vaccine suggest efficacy against severe disease.” - FDA EUA Review Committee for Pfizer 
EUA COVID-19 mRNA vaccines, Dec 11, 2020 

 

 
 

Per the FDA’s own words, in the history of the FDA, the FDA has never approved a vaccine 
that does not protect against severe disease (until the agency approved the COVID-19 
mRNA vaccines). 

This is where it gets interesting though (and by interesting, I mean ‘evidence of criminal intent’ 
interesting). Per the data discussed during that same FDA meeting, not only do Pfizer’s COVID-
19 mRNA vaccines NOT prevent severe disease, Pfizer’s mRNA vaccines cause SEVERE 
COVID-19 within 7 days of being injected. 
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Page 41 of PFIZER’s EUA submission, states that there were 409 patients who had COVID-19 
symptoms within 7 days of getting their first (1st) or second (2nd) PFIZER shot, BUT these 
patients did not have a positive PCR-test for SARS-CoV-2. 

 

 
 

 

Per PFIZER’s own document, “unconfirmed COVID-19 cases could have masked clinically 
significant adverse events that would have otherwise been detected.” 

 

Per PFIZER’s EUA submission, clinically significant or severe COVID-19 cases were defined in 
the Phase 3 Study as kidney, liver, or neurological dysfunction*, low oxygen levels, respiratory 
failure, mechanical ventilation, systemic shock, admission to the intensive care unit (ICU), 
or death. 
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Pages 15-16 of PFIZER’s EUA submission, states that the incidence of expected serious 
adverse events (reactogenicity) in 100 children aged 12-15 years, was so incriminating that 
Pfizer and the FDA agreed to not release (cover-up) the data. 
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 “Reactogenicity data (including severe adverse events from the October 22, 2020 
FDA/Industry meeting) from a total of 100 adolescents 12 through 15 years of age…were 
provided in the EUA submission. However, the Sponsor (Pfizer) did not request inclusion of 
this age group in the EUA because the available data…were insufficient to support favorable 
a benefit-risk determination at this time. Therefore, the reactogenicity data for participants 
(children) 12 through 15 years of age are not presented in this document.” - FDA EUA 
Review Committee for Pfizer EUA COVID-19 mRNA Vaccines, 12/11/20 
 

The FDA knew Pfizer’s mRNA vaccines would permanently injure and harm children. 
Immediately after this meeting, the FDA should have stopped all trials, especially the trial for 
children. Allowing the pediatric trials to move forward was a criminal act by the FDA resulting 
in the unnecessary battery (bodily injury) of children.  

Maddie de Garay was a healthy, happy 12-year old girl prior to being a study participant in 
Pfizer’s 12-15 year old Phase 3 trial. Within 24 hours of receiving her 2nd mRNA Pfizer 
vaccine, Maddie suffered severe crippling nerve pain, memory loss, vision disturbances, and 
irregular menstrual cycles. Maddie is suffers particle paralysis and requires a wheel chair and 
NG tube. Her serious adverse events were recorded as a stomach ache in the Pfizer trial. 

 

 
 

During the December 11, 2020 FDA meeting, data was disclosed of a teenager from the 16-17 
year old group (n=77) who was vaccinated with the Pfizer mRNA vaccine. The vaccinated 
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teenager fractured his facial bone structures, likely from the fainting caused by the mRNA 
vaccines. 

 

 
 
 
Per the September 17, 2021, FDA committee meeting, the FDA has full knowledge that two 
(2) injections of Pfizer’s mRNA vaccines increases a person risk for developing COVID-19 
over time versus a person who remains unvaccinated.  
 
 
In other words, Pfizer’s COVID-19 mRNA vaccines cause COVID-19. 
 

So there you have it. The FDA authorized and approved the COVID-19 mRNA vaccines 
knowing the injections would cause injury, disease, disabilities, and death at a higher rate than 
the ‘SARS-CoV-2 virus’ (much, much higher rate). 

The FDA mRNA vaccine committee is also well-versed in the immunogenicity and lethality of 
‘mRNA vaccines’ based on over a decade of analysis by the agency on protein-based therapies.  
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Lastly, on October 22, 2020, (prior to any mRNA vaccine authorizations) the FDA 
had a meeting with industry, where a list of the expected severe diseases and 
outcomes caused by the mRNA vaccines was disclosed. When the FDA 
authorized and then approved the COVID-19 mRNA vaccines, the agency 
knew that the mRNA vaccines do not prevent severe disease, but rather cause 
severe disease and death. 
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The above list of diseases and outcomes are not side effects. The above list of diseases and 
outcomes, including death, are the INTENDED CONSEQUENCES of the COVID-19 
mRNA vaccines. 

Based on the body of evidence submitted to the FDA by Pfizer, the FDA is fully 
knowledgeable that Pfizer’s COVID-19 mRNA vaccines cause mild-moderate disease, 
severe disease, injuries, disabilities, and even death in adults and children. Th FDA is fully 
aware that the mRNA vaccines put American adults and children at significant risk for 
hospitalizations and death while the ‘SARS-CoV-2 virus’ does not.  

 

Based on this body of evidence, Pfizer’s COVID-19 mRNA vaccines are 
not vaccines but are biological weapons per 18 US 175. 
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The evidence in this article is primarily from Pfizer’s documents submitted to the FDA. The 
other evidence is from the FDA and a peer-reviewed journal authored by the inventors of the 2-
SP spike protein produced by COVID-19 mRNA vaccines. Each statement made can be verified 
with the link provided to a government website (either NIH.gov or FDA.gov) where you will 
find the documents that are cited.  

This article is based on evidence that can stand up in a court of law. Please share with local and 
national government officials, school boards, churches, and your health care providers. Please 
share with your friends and family. Our loved ones, our communities, and our country cannot be 
healed if they are unaware of how they have been harmed.  

Share The Kingston Report 

The FDA’s approval of COVID-19 mRNA vaccines is not only fraudulent, it is 
conspiracy to commit premeditated battery and murder of Americans with a 
biological weapon. 

 

The Kingston Report. TRUTH WINS. 
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Psalm 140: 1-3 

“Rescue me, Lord, from evildoers; protect me from the violent who devise evil plans in their 
hearts and stir up war every day. They make their tongues as sharp as a serpent’s; the poison of 
vipers is on their lips.” 

Take Down COVID-19 

The uncomfortable truth is that we all have been lied too and deeply betrayed by leaders we trust, 
and some we even adored. All offices of power across our nation; from our President and Federal 
Healthcare agencies to our local governors, mayors, city council members, and even our health 
care service providers, employers, and school boards members. If you’re questioning on how to 
know if a government, public official or even if your employer or school is an ally of the 
American people of our children, there is a simple challenge to give them; 

Demand Local Officials Take Down COVID-19. 

Call for governors, mayors, school boards, colleges and universities, health care officials, health 
care centers, businesses, and churches to; 

• Make a public declaration that COVID-19 mRNA vaccines cause disease and death 
and must be banned and recalled immediately 

• Immediately STOP ALL COVID-19 testing, treatments and mRNA vaccines 
• REJECT and STOP ALL FUNDING for all COVID-19 programs 
• *CALL FOR GOVERNORS to CRIMINALIZE the promotion and administration of 

mRNA VACCINES 

*Governors have the power to reject the HHS declaration that SARS-CoV-2 is a threat to public 
health and national security and to criminalize the use of all EUA designated COVID-19 
products, tests, and mRNA vaccines. Demand that they do. 
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Part 8: Dismantling the COVID-19 Deceptions: The Unvaccinated are Safe All COVID-19 
preventative treatments contain electronic devices that can emit Bluetooth signals to track and 
trace vaccinated citizens via their… 
Karen Kingston 
Oct 24 
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1st: Personal Message from Karen KingstonBe alert and always keep on praying for all the 
Lord’s people. 
Karen Kingston 
Oct 16 
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Deaths from Substandard and Falsified VaccinesSome of the most compelling stories of 
pharmaceutical fraud are those of poisoning. 
Karen Kingston 
Dec 3 
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